
                              
 
December 15, 2011 
 
Rodney R. McInnis 
Regional Administrator, Southwest Region 
National Marine Fisheries Service 
501 West Ocean Blvd, Ste. 4200 	  
Long Beach, CA 90802  
 
Susan K. Moore 
Field Supervisor, Sacramento Office 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
2800 Cottage Way, Room W-2605 
Sacramento, CA 95825 
 

Re: Stanford University Habitat Conservation Plan and Treatment of Searsville  
 81420-2011-TA-0721-01 (USFWS), 51422SWR2006SR00508 (NMFS)    

 
Dear Mr. McInnis and Ms. Moore: 
 
 Thank you for your July 28, 2011 letter regarding the environmental review and 
permitting of the Stanford Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP).  Beyond Searsville Dam, American 
Rivers, and California Trout respond and also address new developments that bear on review of 
the Stanford HCP under the Endangered Species Act section 10(a)(1) and the completion of the 
associated Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) under the National Environmental Policy Act.  
 
Treatment of Searsville in ESA Permits 

 
 We request that any permits which the Services may issue for the HCP expressly provide 
that Searsville Dam and Reservoir, appurtenant facilities, and all associated operation and 
maintenance activities are not covered activities.   
 

In an August 2, 2011 letter, Stanford stated: “As you know from our January 4, 2011 
letter, Stanford has decided to remove Searsville Dam and Reservoir activities from the HCP, 
and is no longer seeking incidental take authorization for these activities.”  The letter stated that 
Stanford is not seeking coverage for the Lake Water System as a whole.  Finally the letter stated 
an expectation that these changes “should alleviate” our concerns.   

 
The August 2 letter generally confirms that existence, operations, and maintenance of 

Searsville will not be covered activities.  However, on August 29, we requested further 
clarification that Stanford will not seek take authorization for certain Searsville operations 
interconnected with Felt Reservoir and San Francisquito Pump Station.  Stanford declined our 
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request.  We now request that any take authorizations which the Services may issue clarify that 
such interconnected operations are not covered activities.    

 
Here’s why.  In its August 2 letter, Stanford redlined the draft HCP to state that 

Searsville, Felt Diversion and Reservoir, and San Francisquito Pump Station “each 
independently supply Stanford with non-potable water….”  See p. 2 (emphasis added).  This is a 
significant factual error which we believe should not carry over into the take authorizations.  
These facilities are plainly interconnected in certain critical respects, which we addressed in our 
2010 comments on the draft EIS and in subsequent letters.  First, water is diverted from 
Searsville for storage in Felt, or vice versa.  Diversion from Searsville to Felt occurs during both 
the wet and dry seasons, in order to prevent continuous spill from the reservoir.  That operation 
reduces or eliminates flow in the downstream creek, which is listed critical habitat for steelhead.  
Second, any water which is spilled at Searsville is subject to recapture downstream at the San 
Francisquito Pump Station and may be diverted into the non-potable water supply system or 
pumped-back to Felt.   

 
In its January 4 and August 2 letters, Stanford stated that Searsville will be excluded from 

the take authorizations sought by the HCP.  In order to confirm the scope of such exclusion, we 
request that any permits you may issue include the following provision:  
 

Searsville Dam and Reservoir, appurtenant diversion facilities, and operations and 
maintenance activities at Searsville, are not Covered Activities.  This exclusion 
specifically applies to: (i) the existence of Searsville Dam,  Reservoir, and appurtenant 
diversion facilities; (ii) any operation of Searsville to store water, (iii) any operation of 
Searsville to spill water, (iv) any operation of Searsville to divert water to Stanford’s 
non-potable water distribution system or Felt Reservoir, (v) any maintenance of the dam, 
reservoir, or appurtenant diversion facilities, or (vi) any combination of these activities. 

 
Environmental Review 
 
 Your July 28 letter stated that the Services are preparing a final EIS for this HCP.  We 
understand this to mean that the Services declined to supplement the draft EIS as we had 
proposed in our May 3 and June 27, 2011 letters and prior 2010 comments on the draft EIS.  
Your letter did not state a basis for declining our request.  We respectfully ask that you 
reconsider. 
 
 The draft HCP proposed to seek incidental take authorization for the Lake Water System, 
excluding only the existence of Searsville Dam.  The draft EIS analyzed the impacts of that 
system on covered species, including steelhead.  Subsequently, in its January 4 letter, Stanford 
amended its proposal to remove Searsville operations and maintenance as covered activities.  
Your July 28 letter stated that the final EIS will reflect this narrower scope.  Then, in its August 
2 letter, Stanford also removed the Lake Water System as a covered activity, limiting the scope 
to Felt, San Francisquito Pump Station, and associated operations and maintenance. 
 

The Services should supplement the draft EIS because the proposed action has changed 
in a manner that will increase the environmental impacts analyzed under that document.  Under 
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40 CFR § 1502.9(c)(i), a supplement may be appropriate if “the agency makes substantial 
changes in the proposed action that are relevant to environmental concerns….”  We understand 
that this rule does not require a supplement if the change to the proposed action will reduce the 
impacts which a draft environmental document  already considered.  An example is when a 
timber operator reduces the scale of a proposed harvest in a National Forest, following the Forest 
Service’s publication of the draft environmental document.   This evolving Stanford HCP is a 
different situation.   

 
The HCP addresses existing water control facilities.  As the draft EIS stated at p. 5-11, 

Felt and San Francisquito diversions are already subject to by-pass flow requirements in the 2008 
SHEP Biological Opinion; and the HCP will incorporate and thus continue these conservation 
measures.  Searsville is the other major control facility in the Lake Water System.  In its January 
4 and August 2 letters, Stanford did not reduce ongoing water diversions, or ongoing blockage of 
fish passage, at Searsville.  Instead, it removed Searsville operations and maintenance as covered 
activities.  It removed related conservation measures, including any operational requirements and 
measures to address non-native species in these waters and adjacent lands.  Absent such 
measures, Searsville will continue to be habitat that contributes significantly to the propagation 
and dispersal of non-native species, which predate steelhead and other listed and native species 
downstream.   

 
We requested the removal of all related Searsville activities from the final HCP, in order 

to address fundamental questions whether the dam may feasibly be modified to comply with 
applicable environmental laws or should instead be decommissioned.  We support and appreciate 
Stanford’s efforts to clearly remove all Searsville activities , including its operations and 
maintenance, from the final HCP.   

 
As noted in your July 28 letter, Stanford concurrently established a separate process to 

address the future of Searsville.  We support the purposes of that process, including  feasibility 
studies and community discussion of alternatives.  However, that process cannot assure that 
Searsville will comply with the ESA or other environmental laws.  For the time being, ongoing 
Searsville operations will not have any take authorization under the ESA.  Such operations are 
effectively unregulated under the California Water Code and Fish and Game Code.  As far as we 
know, Stanford has not sought a permit under those statutes since the dam  was raised in the 
1920’s. 

 
As the Services begin to draft the final EIS, the adverse effects of the Lake Water System 

on steelhead will not have diminished in the interval since the publication of the draft EIS.   
Effects of Felt and San Francisquito Pump Station will be the same, while the effects of 
Searsville will be greater – not subject to any conservation measures under the ESA.  

 
As you know, ESA defines project effects to include the proposed federal action and 

“interrelated and interdependent”  actions.  See ESA Consultation Handbook (1998), p. 4-26; 50 
CFR § 402.02.  Operations of Searsville, Felt, and San Francisquito Pump Station are interrelated 
and interdependent in certain respects discussed above.  A supplement will explain the Services’ 
views and permit public comment on the question: how effectively will the HCP advance the 
goal of improvement in “habitat functions and connectivity” (Draft EIS, p. 2-2) in the San 
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Francisquito Creek watershed, if Searsville operations are not subject to conservation measures 
while Felt and San Francisquito Pumping Station continue to be subject to the same measures 
authorized in 2008?    
 
 We also request a supplement to the draft EIS for a second reason: disclosure of the 
scientific basis of the many findings related to the effects of the Lake Water System on steelhead 
and other listed species.  As shown in our timely 2010 comments, the draft EIS generally did not 
cite any scientific authorities for such findings.   
 

For example, the draft EIS (p. 5-11) stated: “Ongoing Stanford operations do not 
adversely affect surface or groundwater quality, modify groundwater quality or recharge, 
increase the risk of damage caused by flooding or lead to the violation of applicable Federal, 
State or local laws.”  This finding, which apparently covers the Lake Water System as well as 
many other activities, does not cite any authority or state any analysis whatsoever.  It is 
inconsistent with the undisputed fact that Searsville Reservoir stores and diverts water and thus 
reduces flow in the downstream creek.  Indeed, we have never seen an environmental document 
which concluded that the operations of a water control facility do not adversely affect hydrology 
and associated habitat in any manner whatsoever. 

 
Another example is Table 5-5 in the draft EIS (p. 5-45).  It finds that the covered 

activities, then including the operations of the whole Lake Water System, will cause an 
incidental mortality of 120 juvenile steelhead per year.  The draft EIS does not state the method 
used for this estimate or cite any other authority. 

 
This conclusory approach is not consistent with the Services’ obligations under NEPA 

and the ESA to use and cite the most reliable scientific data on a given issue, while addressing 
conflicting data.  For example, 40 CFR § 1502.24 provides:  
 

“Agencies shall insure the professional integrity, including scientific integrity, of the 
discussions and analyses in environmental impact statements. They shall identify any 
methodologies used and shall make explicit reference by footnote to the scientific and 
other sources relied upon for conclusions in the statement.  An agency may place 
discussion of methodology in an appendix.”   

 
See also 50 CFR § 402.14(c), ESA Consultation Handbook (pp. 1-6 – 1-9), and the 1994 
“Interagency Cooperative Policy on Information Standards under the Endangered Species Act.”   
 
 We understand that, since the publication of the draft EIS, the Services’ project leads and 
the consultant have collected and have analyzed substantial new data that relate to the impacts of 
the Lake Water System and its facilities.  We are grateful for that effort.  However, given that the 
related findings in the draft EIS were conclusory, we request that the Services publish a 
supplement so that stakeholders may comment on the initial disclosure of supporting data before 
the  final EIS.  This is not the ordinary circumstance where stakeholders have already had an 
opportunity to comment on supporting data for critical findings made in a draft document.   
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 We request the opportunity to meet with you and your senior staff to discuss these 
matters in the near future, before the Services decide how to proceed on the final HCP.  Please 
contact Matt Stoecker at (650) 380-2965, Steve Rothert at (530) 478-5672, or Curtis Knight at 
(530) 926-3755, to discuss.  Please contact our lead counsel, Richard Roos-Collins at (510) 296-
5589, to discuss any legal issues.  Thank you. 

  
Sincerely, 

 
 
 
_______________________________ 
Matt Stoecker,  
Director 
Beyond Searsville Dam 
(650) 380-2965 

_____________________________ 
Steve Rothert 
Director, California Regional Office 
American Rivers, Inc. 
(530) 277-0448 
 
 

 
______________________________ 
Jeff Thompson 
Executive Director 
California Trout 
 
 
 
Cc: John Hennessy, President, Stanford University 

Jean McCown, Stanford University 
Chris Field, Stanford University 
Catherine Palter, Stanford University 
 


